COLOCATION SOLUTIONS
RELIABLE, SCALABLE COLOCATION SOLUTIONS
TAILORED TO YOUR NEEDS
Datacate offers state-of-the-art colocation solutions in
five regional US markets. All of our colocation offerings
are deployed in high-performance secure facilities that
meet or exceed current standards. Our locations in California, Florida and Virginia offer premium features, such
as security compliance and an expanded list of on-Net
carriers. Whether you need to rack a single server or
plan to fill a cage, co-locate your equipment with us and
get the confidence and peace of mind you need to focus
on growing your business.

KEY FEATURES
- Redundant power infrastructure
- Redundant climate controlled
environment
- Remote hands
- Simple migration path to 1Gbps+ port
- Additional bandwidth available as
needed
- Pre-action fire protection
- 24x365 network operation center
- 24x365 core network monitoring
- 24x365 mission critical systems
monitoring
- 24x365 lobby staff
- 24x365 surveillance
- 24x365 day full access
- SOC 2 compliant *
- HIPAA compliant *

FIRST CLASS COLOCATION FACILITIES
Our first class facilities offer features such
as raised floor architecture, fully redundant power with UPS backup units
and backup diesel generator, multihomed tier 1 bandwidth, FM200 fire
suppression, 24hr cam surveillance,
biometric data center access controls,
SOC 2 and HIPAA compliance, and a customized client portal to monitor your account.*
* features and compliances vary by location, inquire for details.

* Varies by location, inquiry for details.
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COLOCATION SOLUTIONS
ABOUT US

ROBUST DATA NETWORK

Datacate was founded by a dedicated team

Our network utilizes an all-fiber backbone with N+2 redundancy

of professionals that understand what it

and seamless BGP failover between primary and backup carriers.

means to build, maintain, and employ

Internal network connections via industry-standard CAT6 copper

comprehensive Internet solutions. We are

and MMF up to 40Gbps* yield ideal flexibility and scalability. We

dedicated to providing secure, reliable,

currently blend two to six carriers in each location, and typically

high-availability Internet solutions to our

many more providers are on-Net in each facility.

clients, with excellent service and support,

*10Gbps and 40Gbps connectivity available in select locations; 1Gbps connectivity

so that they can focus their time and efforts

available in all locations. Please visit the webpage for a specific location for more in-

toward growing their business,

formation, or inquire.

headache-free.
We are dedicated to being the long term so-

REAL EXPERTISE AVAILABLE

lution for our clients. This commitment
means keeping up with the latest technologies, procedures, and implementations. By
constantly finding new ways to innovate and
identify efficiencies, we are able to keep
both our clients and our own business
ahead of the curve.

Our experts are here to help you choose the ideal solution for your
business. We provide your business dedicated hosting services. Let
our team manage your hosting while you run your business. We?ve
seen it all and know what to recommend whether you are getting
started, looking to scale, or just considering a move. We?ll sit down
with you and design a solution that you can be confident with.

WE?RE ALL ABOUT THE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
As industry veterans, we realize that each VPS, cabinet, or circuit
represents a real business with unique needs. We are here to be
your technology partner and provide you the services your business
requires. As your dedicated partner, our goal is to enable your success so that your business may grow and prosper. Get in touch with
us today ? we are here to help!
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